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Rare mental illness list
Posted on October 28, 2016 | From csponline mental health conditions affect millions of Americans. In fact, according to the National Covenant on Mental Disease (NAMI), about one out of five adults in the United States experience a mental illness every year. Almost 7 percent of American adults had at least one big depressive episode in
the last year, and more than 18 percent experienced an anxiety disorder. Moreover, more than 1 percent of adults in the United States live with schizophrenia and about 2.6 percent live with bipolar disorder. Disorders such as these are relatively well understood, with physicians and other mental health professionals using a set of common
diagnosis to find a differential diagnosis and a treatment plan, Medscape says. However, some conditions are so rare that mental health professionals can never meet them in their career. These uncommon conditions can be “only a specific form of a more general psychopathology” and “defeating interpretations; mental phenomena
induced by trauma ranging from anxiety to dissociative and psychotic phenomena; reactions to overwhelming experiences; and distinct phenomena as a result of neurological damage,” says Medscape. Below are examples of rare mental disorders. Rare mental disorders Stendhal syndrome Those with Stendhal syndrome experience
physical and emotional anxiety, as well as panic attacks, dissociative experiences, confusion and hallucinations when exposed to art. These symptoms are usually triggered by “art that is perceived as particularly beautiful or when the individual is exposed to large amounts of art that are concentrated in one place,” as a museum or gallery,
Medscape says. However, individuals can experience similar reactions to beauty in nature. This syndrome takes its name from a 19th century French author who experienced symptoms during a trip toin 1817. Stendhal syndrome can also be called hyperculturamy or Florence Florenceapotemnophilia also known as a disorder of the
identity of the integrity of the body, apotemnophilia is characterized by the “hope desire to amputate healthy parts of the body,” according to medscape. Although not much is known about it, this disorder is believed to be neurological. interested parties may attempt to amputate their limbs or damage the limb so that surgical amplification is
necessary. acumenofilia may be related to the right harm of the parietal lobe in the brain. the condition is difficult to treat because people who live it often do not seek treatment. However, both cognitive behavioral therapy and aversion therapies can be tempted to treat apotemnophilia once the treatment is sought. put your dream job in
psychology or prepared for higher education with our online psychology program explore the alien degree hand syndrome is characterized by the belief that your hand “does not belong to yourself, but has your own life”, says medscape. individuals who live alien hand syndrome have a normal feeling, but feel their hand is autonomous,
with a “will of their own”. those who have alien hand syndrome can personify the limb as a separate entity: the untouched hand is under the control of the individual while the affected hand has its own program. This syndrome can occur in individuals who have damage to the corpus callosum, which connects the two brain hemispheres of
the brain. other causes include stroke and damage to the parietal lobe. the hands then seem to be in “intermanual conflict” or “isoming apraxia”, which means that they act in opposition to each other. Capgras syndrome this syndrome is called for joseph capgras, a French psychiatrist who explored the illusion of double. those with capgras
syndrome believe that someone in their lives, usually aa friend or family member, was replaced by an impostor. It can occur in patients with schizophrenia, dementia, epilepsy and after traumatic brainTreatment approaches reflect those used for underlying disorders and often include antipsychotic drugs. alice in wonderland syndrome also
known as todd syndrome, alice in wonderland syndrome (aiws) is a neurological condition "in which the sense of a patient of body image, space and/or time [is] distorted," according to medscape. those who live alws can have hallucinations, sensory distortion and an altered sense of speed. Aiws results from change in perception. even if
there are many symptoms, the most prevalent one is altered body image: patients are confused about the size and shape of parts of their body. These symptoms can trigger panic and fear reactions. aiws is often associated with frequent migraines, brain tumors, or drugs. can affect children between 5 and 10 years. since the stigma
surrounding mental illness decreases ( 90% of Americans now evaluates mental and physical health in the same way,) more people are able to access the interventions and health services they need. this in turn could lead to a clearer understanding of rare mental disorders such as those covered here. if the most trained mental health
professionals are able to study syndromes like these, there is greater chance of identifying effective treatments and promoting greater understanding. if you are interested in knowing mental disorders and other relevant topics in psychology such as those covered here, consider concordia university, st. paul online bachelor of arts in
psychology. This program provides students with the necessary knowledge and tools to excel in the field of psychology, either through entry-level careers or undergraduate study. study. what are the rarest mental illness. what are the rarest mental disorders. rare mental diseases list
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